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SIMO N D YBRR OE MØ LLER
“O”
Opening Thursday September 15th, 6pm
Until November 5 th, 2011
O is the opening.. O is a belly. O is volume. O is the title of this my second show at Francesca Minini. It is a show
that is meant to oscillate between the too much and the less than little; between limitless expenditure and passive
indifference. The O’s roll through this text. They drive it on.
In front of you Things And The Thoughts That Think Them (Man) (2011) consists of several objects encased in
acrylic glass boxes and then stacked. The boxes share qualities with the vitrine (they are transparent) and with the
moving box (they render the objects they encase „stackable“). These things are nothing special. They maybe even
look as if no one has really chosen them; as if they have chosen themselves. The boxed things are stacked to
clumsily resemble a man. A totem that fuses the way of man with the way of material.
“[…]man becomes all things by not understanding them. […] when he does not understand he makes the things out
of himself and becomes them by transforming himself into them.“
-Giambattista Vico
If O is a thing it is a thing that signifies nothing. On the walls you see O, 2011. In these inkjet prints the same subject
is reproduced over and over, only in different colours and styles. The subject is nothing. They have their origin in
Word, a program released in 1983 by Microsoft. In this program, one is offered a selected range of types, colours
and sizes to produce and output letters. One is likewise offered the option to cancel these choices again. These O’s
are unfinished. They have never gone full circle and become holes in language. Instead they just smile back at us.
„Some things have value to us people, because they have value to us people.“

♣

-Pablo Henrik Llambias
O is absence of value. The video at the back of the gallery, The Drift, 2010 is obviously mimicking a format known to
us from public service art history programs, or perhaps its younger and impromptu relative that we know from
YouTube. That is: It is educational. Apparently edifying. Apparently enlightening. It contains a lot of information that
you have very little chance of decoding . Basically it lists and depicts stuff. Stuff in a muddle, stuff in mud. Stuff as in
everything and nothing.
♦

Yours truly,
Simon Dybbroe Møller

Translated from Danish
but which I will give away right here: the imagery pictures a grotto in the Boboli Garden in Florence. It is made in the style which
art historians refer to as Mannerist and it depicts the moment after the flood in Ovid’s Metamorphosis. The soundtrack consists
of very slow versions of Irving Berlin’s Alexander’s Ragtime Band and Archibald Joyce’s Songe d’Automne, played on crystal
glasses filled with water. Lastly, the voiceover lists the objects, which had been posted for sale on the “General” category of
Craigslist on the day I finished the film.
♣

♦

